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browser before proceeding. Gaswamp Senior Member Sep 5, Triple C Senior Member Sep 5, I
know Textron builds their electric buggies. I looked at one at Cabela's about a month ago and
like what I saw. The gassers looked nice as well. At some point, gonna add another e buggy.
Gaswamp Senior Member Sep 12, Gaswamp Senior Member Sep 21, JEG60 said:. I'm looking at
the Cushman version of this vehicle. John ODonnell did you have any issues with ground
clearance or feeling unstable i. The Tracker ground clearence is excellent. I went over objects
stones,logs and suprised myself. It climbs exceptionally well in 4wd. As far as being stable it
was excellent. Steep sideways terrain was never an issue. It has an amazing turn radius and
although I didnt scream into any turns at speed nothing seemed to make the machine feel tippy.
I bought the SXEL woodsmans edition which has oversized wheels tires and its as solid as a
rock. I do maintain a conservative speed that is matched to the varied terrain. So far thru its first
hunting season it wasn't babied all went very well. As I posted before it did very well on gas and
runs very quiet. The drive belt is nosier that the enginine. Cannot wait until turkey season. You
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Cranking battery issues. Nitro Dec 20, Replies 18 Views Bartman Dec 17, Dec 24, Webebassin.
Fatalbie Dec 17, Dec 23, Fatalbie. Hull Warranty. Dee Woods Dec 18, Dec 18, Dee Woods. You
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media New comments Search media. Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile
posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search
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experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out
of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use
an alternative browser. Rebuild of an '85 Bass Tracker Boat. Thread starter Sytes Start date May
7, Sytes Well-known member. Joined Sep 25, Messages 8, Location Montana. This is in
condition though seems it's been mostly stored away from weather. Going to refurbish this boat
over time from decks to console. It has a Mercury 50hp two stroke that I got lucky with Simple
air pressure shot up the water outtake while running fixed the impeller and actually made the
motor run smoothly. Motor wise, I would really enjoy a four stroke though It is what it is, budget
blessed by the Queen. Edit added: Brief motor flick. It did not idle and I believed the impeller
was seized as no water was shooting through the out-take. I replaced the fuel tank, and hose,
added an inline fuel filter, cleaned the engine fuel filter and placed premium, no ethanol fuel and
sea foam fuel additive. Called Mercury to get the specific part for impeller and carburator kits.
Ran into a great parts guy who advised me to blow compressed air into the water out-take while
the motor was operating I did so, a few times over and sure enough, the motor idles great, water
shoots out great Going to rebuild the carb soon more for the sake of unknown last time this was
done. I did play with the float. Worked well. Last edited: May 7, Intend to maintain an operating
level to use as I route through this process. Purchased a Lowrance Hook2 7x Fish Finder and
found myself with the first question Where to mount the screen? At the console or the front
deck trolling motor area? What are the advantages? I'm thinking the console as I would use the

main drive to find the fish If the fish Gods shine upon me From there I would drop the trolling
motor. I can not afford 2 units. Well-known member. Joined Jan 24, Messages 2, We have ours
mounted on he console. With two people on the boat,rear person can relay info to forward
Fisherpeson. Sawtooth Well-known member. Joined Jan 14, Messages 1, Location Idaho. I
would put the fish finder where ever you will be when you are fishing. If most of your fishing is
trolling than I would put it on the console. Is the screen large enough that you could mount it on
the bow and still read it from the console? Or buy another transducer and rig one for the bow
and the other for the console and then move the fish finder where it is needed. Gellar
Well-known member. I have mine mounted on a swivel on the console so i can turn it around to
see from the front when I am in the bow. Anyone tried two mount locations with an extension
cord type setup? I don't know if such exists though is this possible? Keep it at the console, able
to reposition on the front deck? Brittany Chukarman Well-known member. It may not work with
that full width windshield but with a swivel mount on the console you would be able to see it
from both chairs. I just saw Gellar does the same. If you get a swivel mount make sure you have
enough wire on the top of the console to allow it to swivel. Added short video clip of the motor
to the original post. Thanks for the input thus far. I like the swivel mount idea. Sytes said:.
Joined Oct 3, Messages Location Louisiana. Good luck on your new boat. As for "sake of
unknown" I'd still replace water pump even though it's pissing fine now, and also the fuel pump.
I'm making an effort to change at least the impeller once a year in my boat just for peace of
mind. After I got in a bind on the water late one night by myself it's worth it. Fuel pump, just
once less thing to worry about failing and troubleshooting if you have problems later down the
road. As important as the boat is don't forget to repack the trailer bearings and make sure seals
are still good. At tractor supply you can buy hub kits already set for close the cost of new
bearings, seals, and grease, or a least keep one as a spare. Don't do any good to have the trailer
to break down on the way to the launch. Going Saturday to look at a little 10ft John boat and a
6hp motor for a heck of a deal If the motor is a lemon well the boat is fair price, but will buy the
motor if compression is good. I'm mechanically challenged, but looking forward to a little
project boat now that I understand a few things learned the hard way. Using it for a little boat to
access some hard to get to public land hunting spots that don't have boat launches.
JohnCushman Well-known member. My best advice is to get it all fixed up and then give it to
your PBR drinking buddy in Colorado. Pulled off the hub cap covers and there is no water
present. After an hour driving I've felt the hub area. No significant heat buildup so thus far,
good. I'm feeling alright with the bearings grease packing, for this year though will check
frequently. At tractor supply you can buy hub kits already set for close the cost of new
bearings, seals, and grease, or a least keep one as a spare Sawtooth said:. Just buy a second
transducer and run the second wire to the bow. Last edited: May 8, The impeller kit and
carburetor kit were ordered when the gent tipped me about blowing the compressed air through
the out-take. I'll order another engine fuel filter. I'm a bit hesitant replacing the impeller portion.
That looks a bit daunting. I'm going to jump into it however removing the lower portion of the
motor has me shaking in my boots a bit! YouTube for the win again. Big Slick Well-known
member. Very cool, Sytes! Mudranger1 Well-known member. The YouTube's can make you a
master anything lol. Gut Shot Well-known member. I'm just finishing up a boat project myself. It
has been a three year project for me. First year was getting it seaworthy, which included
welding the cracks in the hull, fixing the trailer, and getting the motor running. Second year was
upgrading the troller, new fish finder and new throttle control. This year I'm putting a new deck
on it and rewiring everything. Some advice, for what it's worth. If there are rivets below the
water line paint the hull. Use "Duralux" paint. They make a couple of different types of paint for
aluminum, get the expensive one. It is thick and will seal the rivets. Another something to
check. A few years ago I gave my brother a 10hp Merc I'd had since the 70's. It hadn't been run
for 20 years. He replaced the impeller
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and had it running real good. He likes to troll and it did great. About the 5th trip it caught fire.
One of the gas lines had deteriorated and sprung a leak. Luckily, I didn't do much damage but
he had a few anxious moments out on the water. Check all the rubber. You must log in or
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